
with the PATSY O'HARA COMMANDO, we shot the president of the bdli (bundesverband der deutschen 
luft, raumfahrt-, und ausruestungsindustrie) and head of the mtu, ernst zimmermann. 
 
multinational capital can only avoid a new spiral in the cycle of crisis-reconstruction-crisis, it can only secure 
the conditions of exploitation, if it plans, prepares and carries out military aggression on all fronts and unites 
the trilateral bloc - usa, west europe, japan — in a common strategy to solve the economic crisis. 
 
the us military strategy, as the extreme expression of the policy of the imperialist chain of states, is an 
example of the extent of the ideological-economic-military crisis of the system and of the search for a 
strategic reconstruction of capital. the "new nato doctrine" is a precise expression of capital's plan: 
electronics, warfare, "intelligent weapons systems," space weapons and the multiplying of the conventional 
equipment of nato armies are meant to open up a "billion markets" for multinational capital, as the bdli says, 
and, at the same time, to guarantee military supremacy. 
 
for capital operating in the frg, the military-industrial complex is instrumental in consolidating this strategy 
and gaining control of the global market , with the objective of securing complete dominance for us capital, 
as well as the objective of achieving economic penetration by the frg. in a common attack with france, they 
revolted, establishing new standards by which they left themselves no alternative but subjugating or 
containing the others. 
 
the role of the military-industrial complex in the capitalist reconstruction of the central areas will mean a 
decisive role for research and production of new technologies, electronics and weapons for a war economy. 
political power will be directly involved in this accumulation-formation, as is all too obvious in the current 
situation. the economic-political organization of this faction of capital, the bdli, has established the interests 
of the military-industrial complex here, in this country, on the west european level and internationally. the 
european setting is now key. the conditions necessary are the abolition of the arms controls established for 
the frg within the weu, military cooperation with other european nato states, especially france, and the 
provision of more money to the defense industries for research. 
 
by attacking the pillars of imperialist power in the frg and west europe, we are intervening in the sharpening 
crisis with the goal of impacting its course and resolution in the interests of the offensive of the wars of 
liberation. 
 
the terrain upon which the european proletariat can reconstruct itself on the basis of class is the struggle for 
the complete transformation of the relations of production, for the unity of the revolutionary front and for the 
organization of the class war in west europe. 
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